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Abstract 26 

Liver fluke (Fasciola spp.) are important helminth parasites of livestock globally and 27 

cause significant reductions in health and productivity of beef cattle. Attempts to 28 

control fluke have been thwarted by the difficulty of vaccine design, the evolution of 29 

flukicide resistance, and the need to control the intermediate snail host. Mechanisms 30 

to reduce the impact of parasites on animal performance have typically focused on 31 

promoting host resistance – defined as the ability of the host to kill and remove the 32 

parasite from its system – and such strategies include improving protein nutrition or 33 

selectively breeding for resistance. Organisms, however, have another broad 34 

mechanism for mitigating the impact of parasites: they can show tolerance, defined 35 

as the ability to maintain health or performance under increasing parasite burden. 36 

Tolerance has been studied in the plant literature for over a century, but there are 37 

very few empirical studies of parasite tolerance in livestock. In this study, we used 38 

data collected from >90,000 beef cattle to estimate the impact of the severity of liver 39 

fluke infection on performance and variation in tolerance of fluke. Severity of liver 40 

fluke infection was estimated using liver “fibrosis score” on a scale of 0-3 and 41 

performance estimated as (1) age at slaughter and (2) daily dead weight gain. 42 

Animals with higher fibrosis scores were slaughtered around two weeks later than 43 

animals with no fluke, and gained around 10g less weight per day. There was also 44 

considerable variation in these effects of fibrosis score, such that animals from 45 

different producers and breeds varied in their tolerance of fluke infection. While 46 

breeds did not vary in the association between fibrosis and age at slaughter, there 47 

was considerable variation among producers: high fibrosis score delayed slaughter 48 

by up to 50 days in some producers, but not at all in others. Meanwhile, there was 49 

support for variation in the slope of daily dead weight gain on fibrosis score among 50 
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both breeds and producers, with some unaffected by high fluke scores and some 51 

breeds and producers experiencing a 20g/day lower weight gain under high fluke 52 

scores. Our results point to the potential for both environmental and genetic variation 53 

in tolerance of liver fluke in cattle, paving the way for quantitative genetic and 54 

nutritional research into the feasibility of promoting tolerance as a disease mitigation 55 

strategy.  56 

 57 

Keywords: Liver fluke; Fasciola spp.; tolerance; disease; productivity 58 

 59 

Implications 60 

Promoting tolerance of disease could help mitigate the impact of disease on 61 

livestock productivity, but little research has explored variation in tolerance of 62 

livestock diseases or the possibility of promoting tolerance as a mitigation strategy. 63 

We used abattoir data to demonstrate that beef cattle vary in their tolerance of fluke 64 

infection: while animals from some breeds and some producers experience no 65 

impact of fluke on production, others show a large negative effect. Thus, promoting 66 

tolerance through management and/or selective breeding could offer a means of 67 

reducing the impact of liver fluke on cattle performance.  68 

 69 

 70 
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Introduction 76 

 77 

Liver flukes (Fasciola spp.) are among the most important helminth parasites of 78 

domestic sheep and cattle worldwide, causing large financial losses (Schweizer, et 79 

al., 2005) as a result of reduced weight gain (Genicot, et al., 1991), milk yield (May, 80 

et al., 2020), and fertility (May, et al., 2019). Control of liver fluke is difficult, with no 81 

commercially viable vaccine yet developed (Molina-Hernández, et al., 2015), 82 

increasing resistance to common flukicides (Kamaludeen, et al., 2019), and the 83 

necessity of considering the biology of the mud snail (Galba truncatula) intermediate 84 

host in which clonal amplification of the parasite occurs (Beesley, et al., 2018). As 85 

such, novel control strategies are likely to be needed in the relatively near future.  86 

 87 

Infected hosts have two broad strategies for mitigating the impact of infection upon 88 

their health and fitness. One is resistance to infection, defined as the ability of the 89 

host to reduce the establishment rate of the parasite and kill and/or remove it from its 90 

system (Råberg, et al., 2009). Measuring resistance in individual animals is generally 91 

straightforward and usually focuses on a measure of infection burden such as 92 

helminth faecal egg count (FEC) and other measures of pathogen load, or 93 

quantifying pathogen-specific antibody responses. Individuals, genotypes, or breeds 94 

with lower pathogen burden or higher antibody levels are generally defined as more 95 

resistant. Such measures have been shown to have a considerable heritable 96 

component for gastrointestinal nematodes and consequently, breeding for resistance 97 

is possible and has been widely implemented with success (Bishop, 2012b). It is 98 

clear, however, that potential trade-offs exist between resistance and production 99 

traits (Rauw, et al., 1998), and enhanced resistance may potentially result in the 100 
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evolution of counter-measures by the parasite, leading to evasion of host resistance 101 

mechanisms, enhanced reproductive rate, or increased parasite virulence (Rausher, 102 

2001). 103 

 104 

A second defence mechanism, which has received considerably less attention in the 105 

veterinary literature, is tolerance of infection, defined as the ability of the host to 106 

maintain health or fitness as parasite burden increases (Råberg, et al., 2009). This is 107 

quite distinct from resilience to infection, defined as the ability of a host to thrive 108 

when infected (Bishop, 2012a), which is actually a product of both resistance and 109 

tolerance; indeed many studies purporting to study tolerance are in fact studying 110 

resilience (Sakkas, et al., 2018). Tolerance has been exceptionally well-studied in 111 

the plant literature (Fineblum and Rausher, 1995), with the term being coined to refer 112 

to an ability to cope with disease over a century ago (Cobb, 1894). The statistical 113 

framework for studying variation in tolerance as “reaction norms” – i.e. variation 114 

between groups or genotypes in the rate of change of health or fitness as a function 115 

of parasite burden – was also developed in the plant literature (Simms, 2000). 116 

Variation in tolerance of vertebrates to pathogens has been more recently 117 

demonstrated in both laboratory (Råberg, et al., 2007) and wild animal populations 118 

(Hayward, et al., 2014; Knutie, et al., 2017). The benefits of promoting or selecting 119 

for tolerance are recognised in the veterinary literature (Bishop, 2012a) and the 120 

statistical framework has been described (Doeschl-Wilson, et al., 2012), but little 121 

empirical work has been undertaken to quantify tolerance variation or explain it in a 122 

veterinary setting. A notable exception is tolerance of Porcine Reproductive and 123 

Respiratory Syndrome Virus (PRRSV) in pigs, where variation in tolerance has been 124 
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demonstrated and a candidate tolerance locus identified (Lough, et al., 2017; Lough, 125 

et al., 2018).  126 

 127 

Tolerance is most likely to be an important defence mechanism where the parasite is 128 

prevalent and resistance is relatively low (Bishop, 2012a), a description which fits the 129 

case of liver fluke in cattle. The development of drug resistance in pathogens is 130 

inevitable, meaning that other strategies are require for effective control. Promoting 131 

tolerance – as opposed to resistance – could be fruitful because tolerance minimizes 132 

the evolutionary counter-response from the parasite (Rausher, 2001). The first steps 133 

towards designing tolerance-boosting therapies will be quantifying variation in 134 

tolerance and identifying its drivers (Vale, et al., 2016). Here, we use data collected 135 

from slaughtered cattle and use random regression modelling to estimate variation in 136 

tolerance as a measure of liver fluke infection between breeds and producers. Our 137 

results demonstrate the potential for both genetic and environmental factors to drive 138 

variation in tolerance of this important parasite.  139 

 140 

Materials and methods 141 

 142 

Data  143 

 144 

The data used in this study were provided by Scotbeef Ltd., Scotland’s largest red 145 

meat producers, and were collected between February 2nd 2018 and February 1st 146 

2019. This routinely-collected dataset included information on the identity of the 147 

producer, and the breed, sex, date of birth and age at slaughter (in days) of each 148 

animal. Carcass data collected included weight, grading, conformation score, 149 
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fatness; daily dead weight gain was calculated as carcass weight divided by age at 150 

slaughter in days. There were also data on whether or not each animal had received 151 

a treatment for liver fluke, and the date that the treatment was administered, 152 

although information on the product, active compound and dose rate were not 153 

available. Livers were inspected for liver fibrosis and assigned a score between 0 (no 154 

evidence of fibrosis) and 3 (severe fibrosis), described recently as a proxy for the 155 

severity of liver fluke infection (Mazeri, et al., 2017). The full dataset consisted of 156 

92,119 animals from 141 breeds and 884 producers. 157 

 158 

Statistical analysis 159 

 160 

First, we assessed the overall association between liver fibrosis and two 161 

performance traits that were analysed separately: age at slaughter and daily dead 162 

weight gain. For each trait, we fitted linear mixed-effects models using the R 163 

package ‘glmmTMB’ (Brooks, et al., 2017) with breed and producer as random 164 

effects and the sex of the animal, whether or not it had been treated for liver fluke, 165 

and liver fibrosis score as fixed categorical variables. We compared this model to a 166 

model without fibrosis score using a likelihood ratio test (LRT) in order to determine 167 

whether fibrosis score was significantly associated with performance. Once missing 168 

values were removed, we analysed 91,683 animals from 113 breeds and 875 169 

producers for age at slaughter, and 92,058 animals from 114 breeds and 884 170 

producers for daily dead weight gain.  171 

 172 

Next, we assessed whether the change in performance with fibrosis score varied 173 

between breeds and/or producers by applying a “reaction norm” approach using 174 
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random regression models. The approach works on the basis that tolerance is 175 

measured as the slope of some measure of performance on disease burden, and 176 

testing for variation between groups or individuals in that slope (Simms, 2000; 177 

Doeschl-Wilson, et al., 2012). For each trait, we first fitted a LMM in ‘glmmTMB’ with 178 

breed and producer as random effects, sex and fluke treatment as categorical fixed 179 

effects, and fibrosis score as a continuous fixed effect, standardized to be between -180 

1 and +1 (model 1). We then fitted models of the same structure, but with 181 

interactions between standardized fibrosis score and the random effects of breed 182 

(model 2) or producer (model 3) or both breed and producer (model 4). We tested 183 

the significance of the random slope terms by comparing model 2 and 3 with model 184 

1, and by comparing model 4 with models 2 and 3 using LRTs.  185 

 186 

Results  187 

 188 

Fibrosis score was significantly associated with age at slaughter, with animals with 189 

scores of 1, 2, and 3 taking 13.05±1.82SE, 16.86±2.18 and 14.58±2.15 more days, 190 

respectively, to reach slaughter weight than animals with a fibrosis score of 0 (LRT: 191 

χ²=215.29, DF=3, p<0.001; Figure 1A). Males were slaughtered around a week 192 

earlier than females (estimate = -6.79±0.85, χ²=63.09, DF=1, p<0.001) and animals 193 

that had ever received a fluke treatment took around 3 weeks longer to reach 194 

slaughter (estimate = 22.64±1.82, χ²=154.04, DF=1, p<0.001). Similarly, a non-zero 195 

fibrosis score was associated with lower daily dead weight gain, with animals with 196 

fibrosis scores of 1, 2 and 3 gaining -10.0±0.8SE, -12.5±1.6 and -10.1±1.6 fewer 197 

grams per day, respectively (LRT: χ²=214.81, DF=3, p<0.001; Figure 1B). Males had 198 

greater daily dead weight gain than females (estimate = 59.5±0.6g/day, χ²=8139.8, 199 
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DF=1, p<0.001) and animals that had been treated for fluke gained less weight per 200 

day (estimate = -14.0±1.4g/day, χ²=102.46, DF=1, p<0.001). 201 

 202 

The results of the random regression models for age at slaughter are shown in Table 203 

1. There was no support for a random slope of breed-by-fibrosis (model 2; Figure 204 

2A), but there was evidence to support variation in the slope of age at slaughter on 205 

fibrosis between producers (model 3; Figure 2C), which held in the presence of the 206 

random slope of breed-by-fibrosis (compare model 4 to model 2). The average 207 

estimated delay in age at slaughter between an animal with a fibrosis score of 3 208 

compared to a fibrosis score of 0 was approximately 18 days; while there was little 209 

variation around this between breeds (Figure 2B), there was substantially more 210 

among producers (Figure 2D), with some producers showing negligible differences in 211 

age at slaughter with increasing fibrosis score, and others showing a delay of 50 or 212 

even 60 days.  213 

 214 

The results of the random regression models for daily dead weight gain are shown in 215 

Table 2. There was some support for a random slope of breed-by-fibrosis score 216 

(model 2; Figure 3A) and stronger support for a random slope of producer-by-fibrosis 217 

score (model 3; Figure 3C). However, while the random slope of producer held in the 218 

presence of the random slope of breed (compare model 4 with model 2), the 219 

converse was not true (compare model 4 with model 3), suggesting that variation in 220 

tolerance of fibrosis was more robust among producers than breeds. While the 221 

model-estimated average reduction in daily dead weight gain between an animal 222 

with a fibrosis score of 3 compared to a fibrosis score of 0 was 0.010kg/day, some 223 

breeds and producers showed a difference of zero and hence no effect of fibrosis. 224 
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Meanwhile, some breeds with fibrosis scores of 3 had a difference of up to -225 

0.020kg/day while some animals from some producers with a fibrosis score of 3 had 226 

a difference of up to -0.040kg/day. 227 

 228 

Discussion 229 

 230 

The results of this study demonstrate the negative impact that liver fluke may have 231 

on weight gain in beef cattle resulting in a later age at slaughter. Specifically, we 232 

found that cattle with non-zero fibrosis scores gained approximately 10g less per 233 

day, and took approximately 2 weeks longer to reach slaughter weight. Previous 234 

studies have found similar effects of fluke infection on daily weight gain in beef cattle, 235 

although most have used data from experimental infections. These effects range 236 

from negligible (Echevarria, et al., 1992) to substantial effects of a 0.1kg/day 237 

difference between infected and uninfected animals (Jacob, et al., 2015) and a 238 

difference of 0.7kg/day in Belgian Blue bulls experimentally infected on a feedlot 239 

(Genicot, et al., 1991). Meanwhile, a previous study using data from the same 240 

abattoir as used in the present study – albeit with a smaller sample size of 619 cattle 241 

– found substantial effects of fluke infection, with animals with fibrosis scores of 1, 2 242 

and 3 taking on average 34, 93, and 78 days longer to reach slaughter weight, 243 

respectively (Mazeri, et al., 2017). Most abattoir studies on the impact of fluke in 244 

cattle have focused on carcass weight as the performance parameter of interest 245 

(Sanchez-Vazquez and Lewis, 2013; Bellet, et al., 2016; da Costa, et al., 2019), and 246 

in these cases differences, while statistically significant, tend to be relatively small, 247 

presumably because animals are only sent to slaughter when they reach the 248 

requisite target weight.  249 
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 250 

We then went on to examine whether the linear association between both 251 

performance parameters and fibrosis score – our measure of tolerance – varied 252 

between breeds and producers. While we did not find variation between breeds in 253 

when tolerance was defined in terms of age at slaughter, we did find some support 254 

when tolerance was defined by daily dead weight gain. This offers the possibility that 255 

genetic variation for tolerance exists, at least at the among-breed level, with some 256 

breeds seemingly unaffected by an increasing fibrosis score, and others having 257 

considerably lower weight gain. Breeding to mitigate the impact of disease has 258 

largely focused on promoting resistance to infection, but the advantages of breeding 259 

for tolerance to disease in livestock have also been expounded (Bishop, 2012a; 260 

Doeschl-Wilson, et al., 2012). These include the fact that tolerance is unlikely to 261 

select for pathogens that are better able to evade host resistance (Rausher, 2001; 262 

Lough, et al., 2017) and that tolerance mechanisms may be general and so offer 263 

cross-tolerance to other pathogens (Lough, et al., 2017). Further, promoting 264 

tolerance is suggested to be potentially advantageous when pathogen prevalence is 265 

high, resistance is generally low and elimination has proven difficult due to 266 

pathogens evolving in response to treatments (Bishop, 2012a), conditions that apply 267 

to liver fluke and gastrointestinal nematodes 268 

 269 

We found stronger evidence for variation in tolerance between producers, with stark 270 

differences between producers in the effect of fibrosis on both age at slaughter and 271 

daily dead weight gain. Such variation could be partly explained by producers rearing 272 

different cattle genotypes even within the same breeds, but could be accounted for 273 

by a large number of other factors, such as variation in the conditions under which 274 
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animals are kept (Nakov, et al., 2019). Indeed, studies in both wild and lab 275 

populations of animals have found variation in tolerance of infection due to variation 276 

in diet, including Monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus) feeding on different species 277 

of milkweed (Sternberg, et al., 2012), BALB/c mice fed on diets of varying protein 278 

composition (Clough, et al., 2016) and Cuban tree frogs (Osteopilus septentrionalis) 279 

fed on different resource diets (Knutie, et al., 2017). If variation in housing conditions, 280 

diet or other management practices are associated with variation in tolerance, it 281 

potentially offers a feasible avenue for mitigation of the impacts of fluke infection, 282 

although identifying the important factors may be difficult. There is also likely to be 283 

variation between fluke genotypes in their life-history traits and virulence 284 

(Fairweather, 2011), and so it may be the case that variation in the parasite is largely 285 

responsible for the observed variation.  286 

 287 

Two further caveats are apparent when considering our results. The first is that, 288 

although liver fibrosis score may be a reasonable proxy for fluke burden (Mazeri, et 289 

al., 2016), it is relatively low resolution, is subjective, and does not distinguish 290 

between active and historic infection. Furthermore, liver inspection was shown to be 291 

the least effective method out of the five tested at identifying active fluke infection 292 

(Mazeri, et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the fibrosis score does offer a relatively rapid 293 

assessment of fluke infection with some quantitative value on the processing line. 294 

The second apparent caveat is that, although the association between fibrosis score 295 

and performance in the population as a whole was not linear (Figure 1), we imposed 296 

a linear association in our random regression models.  297 

 298 
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In summary, our results show evidence for striking variation both between breeds 299 

and producers in their tolerance of a measure of liver fluke burden, offering the 300 

possibility of both genetic and environmental variation in tolerance of an important 301 

parasite of livestock. Future studies should build on these results in a number of 302 

ways. First, studies should aim to use methods – or study parasite species – that 303 

enable more reliable estimation of parasite burden in live animals. This will enable, 304 

second, repeated measures of parasite burden and performance in the same animal, 305 

allowing the estimation of between-individual variation in tolerance. This will 306 

facilitate, third, the use of pedigree-based or other methods to estimate genetic 307 

variation in tolerance of infection. Once this has been established, potential 308 

mechanisms of tolerance variation may be explored. Improved understanding of 309 

tolerance could offer new avenues for mitigating the impact of disease on 310 

performance (Vale, et al., 2016), potentially including genetic improvement programs 311 

or adopting management, environmental or nutritional programs that boost animal 312 

tolerance.  313 
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Table 1. A comparison of random regression models testing for variation in tolerance of liver 505 

fibrosis between breeds and producers, where the phenotype of interest is age at slaughter. 506 

Random effects are B = breed, P = producer, with the interaction with F = fibrosis score 507 

denoting random slopes of age at slaughter on fibrosis score. “Comparison” shows which 508 

model the model in question was tested against using a likelihood ratio test (LRT).  509 

 510 

Model Random effects LogLik Comparison χ² DF P 

1 B + P -558233.7 

2 B*F + P -558232.3 1 2.95 2 0.229 

3 B + P*F -558200.9 1 65.76 2 <0.001 

4 B*F + P*F -558199.5 2 65.55 2 <0.001 

4 B*F + P*F -558199.5 3 2.75 2 0.252 
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Table 2. A comparison of random regression models testing for variation in tolerance of liver 527 

fibrosis between breeds and producers, with daily dead weight gain (DDWG) as the 528 

performance indicator. Random effects are B = breed, P = producer, with the interaction with 529 

F = fibrosis score denoting random slopes of DDWG on fibrosis score. “Comparison” shows 530 

which model the model in question was tested against using a likelihood ratio test (LRT).  531 

 532 

Model Random effects LogLik Comparison χ² DF P 

1 B + P 

2 B*F + P 101019.8 1 7.04 2 0.030 

3 B + P*F 101023.3 1 66.42 2 <0.001 

4 B*F + P*F 101053.0 2 64.98 2 <0.001 

4 B*F + P*F 101055.8 3 5.60 2 0.061 
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Figure captions 549 

 550 

Figure 1. Associations between fibrosis score and (A) age at slaughter and (B) daily dead 551 

weight gain, showing means and 95% confidence intervals estimated by linear mixed-effects 552 

effects models.  553 

 554 

Figure 2. Tolerance variation estimated from random regression models with age at 555 

slaughter as the response variable, showing estimated slope of age at slaughter on fibrosis 556 

score for each of the (A) breeds and (C) producers, and histograms of the estimated 557 

difference in age at slaughter between animals with a fibrosis score of 0 and 3 in different (B) 558 

breeds and (D) producers. In B and D, vertical broken line shows model-estimated mean 559 

difference in age at slaughter between animals with a fibrosis score of 0 and 3.  560 

 561 

Figure 3. Tolerance variation estimated from random regression models with daily dead 562 

weight gain (DDWG) as the response variable, showing estimated slope of DDWG on 563 

fibrosis score for each of the (A) breeds and (C) producers, and histograms of the estimated 564 

difference in DDWG between animals with a fibrosis score of 0 and 3 in different (B) breeds 565 

and (D) producers. In B and D, vertical broken line shows model-estimated mean difference 566 

in DDWG between animals with a fibrosis score of 0 and 3.  567 
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